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efforts in trying to cajole the small but obstinate minority
which always lags behind the rest of the community.
(iii) It spares the lazy, the obstructive and the bad
citizen, who is holding back the village, and is the very
person whom it is most important to tackle.
(iv) It is unfair to the workers as they are expected to
achieve results quite beyond the warrant of their legal
authority.
It is often suggested, particularly by the village officers
and leaders who are expected to carry out the rural pro-
gramme under the present system, that legalized executive
authority should beinvoked for the simplest, most important
and best understood items. Most villagers are ready to
do the right thing if their neighbours will also do it and
most villagers are ready to do as they are told. At first,
at any rate, this might lead to immediate and marked
improvement in our villages and would be very welcome
to many harassed officials now expected to make bricks
without straw.
There are two objections to this policy : (i) it would not
lead to the development of self-governing institutions which
Government desires to see spreading in the villages ; (ii) it
would require an army of officials to see to the carrying out
of the new laws, as a law that is not obeyed is worse than
no law at all.
But do we want official interference in every home ?
I doubt if the Punjabi would really like to be regimented
in all the details of his daily life, in home, field and village,
by a horde of petty officials. He is often bitter enough
about the few there are now! The time for laws and
compulsion will come when ninety per cent of the people are
living and farming in a reasonable commonsense manner but
are frustrated by a ten per cent minority of stupid, idle or

